
As you say I for me 

Caught hand on manual door

I wonder. How forcefully must I ask until a statement of intent leaves grains 
at the bottom of a glass.
A question thought appropriate to ask at this moment
As water overturned without following lines towards a larger body

Caught wave in automatic window.

Semibreve

It sleeps for only 3 hours a night, and wakes up unrested
Taking the fewest seconds to arrive at a destination.

Read me that list again 
To miss an exit would be to miss the task at hand. 
A resulting end 
in an

Emergency evacuation

Sedition

Or 

Crisis Management

A migration towards the passenger side 
With seat warmer.

As you say us for me. 

How many members until we can stay here for a discounted rate,
Finding someone to fill the seat should be a cinch. 

The collected work of stem cells
The delirious vacance

Two many shades of window 
And the heaviest heavy balances checkbooks 
I could basically see her from here standing straightforward  -S.

It’s like I basically have wanted to do this for years and it’s like basically 
I have been sitting looking and thinking all without a pillow behind my back

The sopranos wait by the west terminal gates 
And multiple highlights unfocus the frame of some thick awkward smile 

a two 
house home 
can 
basically fit everyone unless she asks again if her dumb boyfriend who we all 
basically think is gay 
can join 

or try to

depoliticize a presumption that when pulling apart thigh from breast a decision can be avoided between white and dark meat

How heavy can you carry in your 10 kilo bag

It’s hard, this sex 

W

To connect or to tether 
A personal: noch ein o.k. o.k.

I’m seeing you from the rearview mirror 
“I can feel our ride more than I can hear this music”
I can barely make out what you…
I picked up my phone and basically heard the voice of an angel 
Ponytail tucked away and hidden 
It shatters like a broken windowpane
One sound of knife blade grinding 

filet filet filet 

dancing on either side of the road 

of feeling the hunger and 
inability to eat one thing after another
setting up shop in the courtyard while scraping the tuna tin for scraps enough to fit on one cracker 

ungrippable steps for two parallel feet
deep 
widths 
of riot stairs

Taking two handles and passing them off to your besties
Now you take this and you take this why because oh I don’t know I just want you to have it.

Tug at your ear from the audience if you want to fuck me
But show me everything if what you want is a kiss.

Standing at the top of the stairs waving hello and tumbling downwards 

It will pass between your hands and mine and I’ll say that I know that this is about

Congenial denial 
Forgotten dismissals

TETHER ME BLANKLY

Hidden between the unwoven seams of a plus one designer
Folding air into whipped worth taken as meal replacement
It grows and grows and grows and no body knows but +1 asshole asks for approval

I know that first class is a fingertip away
I know that I can’t leave without a toe in tow
I know that the space between two doors equates a lifetime. 

It is to be basically there but totally not

A henley T
A window display
A basic account 
Meaning –
NOT CORPORATE
NOT STUDENT
Just person who sits between powder coated grey and navy blue leather

Can you tell the story of feels on a fingertip?
Can Hannah hold her lifetime in her fingerprint?
Will sitting on a white couch looking forward 
Display future
Gesturally in her face
Desire is sexy - but totally fucked is ok too. 
Sucking consonant 
Watch one thing fall off of another
A fallen short misunderstanding of a reality that isn’t your own
A service response reacted to delay

No tip
Gratuitous denial and small guilts of your partner to follow
I just can’t do math 

JUST GLOW

And radiate abundance and shit
Cultivate reception 
And remember that with tubes, anything flows both ways

Two lips that can stay forever in a perfectly rounded o
Wall to wall carpeting reaching towards walls to walls 

Conversing brinks sinking slightly inwards

I WILL FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU EVERY SPRING UNTIL THE SUMMER I DIE


